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Wolf, C. P., Tom Carleton and Russ Kolton. "Rhode Island 2000." 51 pp. FPItek. 20 February 1973 (Draft). Earthrise Document ER-3. (Abstract by CPW)

1. The Rhode Island 2000 Project is concerned with the quality of life in
Rhode Island today and the next ten thousand days toward the Year 2000.

Ca;
The Project asks three general questions about present and future con-
ditions: Row bad (or good) is it now? How much better can it be? How
do we get there from where we are now? The Project proposes -.mot in-
stant answers, but a way of asking the questions. The emphasis is on c
seeking long-range solutions to long-standing problems. The principal 70

g
objectives of the Rhode Island 2000 Project area

1. To systematically examine the future consequences of present
lsocial and environmental problems in Rhode Island and the

world. (D
2. To educate the general public as to the interrelationships

between various problems so that average citizens will bet-
ter understand alternative courses of action and their ram-
ifications in respect to a particular national, regional or
local problem.

3. To provide a means by which the average citizen can voice
his /her opinion about an issue and feel that he/she can
thereby influence its resolution.

Similar efforts are underway in "Hawaii 2000," "Washington 2000" and
California Tomorrow. We propose that Rhode Island join with them in
expanding the horizons of people in our state, nation and world to-
wards the Year 2000.

"The Rhode Island 2000 Project applies futures research, education and
design towards increasing the welfare, enjoyment and enrichment of our
people and our state. It consists of five interrelated parts: (1) The
Rhode Island Model, (2) The Rhode Island Game, (3) The Rhode Island Poll,
(4) The Rhode Island State Indicators System and (5) Rhode Island Design
Systems. In combination, these provide means for a constructive and cre
ative advance towards the future"

2, Futures Time frames for encompassing the future extend from the proximate
future of the near seventies to "the next million years." Settling on the
Year 2000 as a videpost for the future has the advantage of more definite
predictability coupled with design possibility. It is a realistic projec-
tion for beginning to attempt long-term solutions to long-standing problems.

Another reason for previsioning the future in this time frame is the mil-
lennial expectation and hope for a dramatic era change. As with the Year
1000 this prophetic character is tinged with apocalyptic overtones; the
choice before us is one Fuller starkly poseds "utopia or oblivion." (2)

3. Futures Operationalizing the "Year 2000" idea requires spatial as well as

temporal location. The world future is lodged on all levels of the world
system, from "Mankind 2000" to "London 2000," but most attention has fo-
cused on state levels (despite the useful contribution of the Commission
on the Year 2000 in the U.S.). Of these, California, Hawaii and Washing-
ton's Year 2000 plans are the most imposing. (3-6).
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4. California_: The California Tomorrow Plan offers a choice of alternative
futures, California One (a direct extrapolation to the Year 2000) and
California Two (the preferred state). Starting from the present, Cal-
ifornia Zero, the alternatives are contrasted and means suggested for
phasing in Two. This means substituting comprehensive and coordinated
planning for piecemeal and fragmented approaches to coping with sources
of major disruption. For California Two, regional governments are insti-
tuted, a State Planning Council is formed to devise a comprehensive Calif-
ornia State Plan, and executive and legislative performance are measured
against the standards it sets in policies regarding population, zoning, re-
source consumption patterns and the like. California Two, when and if it
is achieved, will not be utopia, but the California Tomorrow Plan is well-
conceived for attaining a higher goal of "survival with amenity" than the
present tendencies allow (7-13). It is a worthy precedent, recently adop-
ted by MASSACHUSETTS TOMORROW (14).

. Hawaii 20001 The highest level of statewide commitment to the future is to
be found in Hawaii and its Commission on the Year 2000. A wide variety of
futures-oriented activities involving the participation of hundreds of its
citizens is one consnicuous strength (15-16).

. Washington 20001 A recent and impressive entrant in the race towards the
Year 2000 is that of Washington 2000, initiated by the Evergreen Chapter
of the World Future Society. It features intense citizen participation
and widespread media use, backed by an inventory of state resources. One
worthwhile proposal was establishing a "Washington State Futures Institute"
to operate a "planning and decision information system." Identification
and communication of futures issues and options is a major objective (17-
22). "Seattle 2000" matches and complements this aim on the city level

. Futures Organizing the Year 20LD idea has followed a typical course from ini
tiative and political endorsement through conferences, commissions and task
forces, leading to recommendations for legislative action. Conceptualization
is less well advanced, and participation remains spotty despite much rhetoric.

S. Rhode Island 2000s The Rhode Island 2000 Project consists of five coordina-
ted parts: (1 the Rhode Islard Model, telling "how the world works" on the
state level, what the preferred future states of the state are ana what the
alternative means for achieving them (27-30); (2) the Rhode Island Game, a
"delivery system" for the Model, providing citizen access to its workings
through both computer and board game treatments (31-35); 1.3) the Rhode Is-
land Poll, continuously sampling a wide range of issues and options and re-
flecting a broad base of public opinion and information (36-38); (4) the
Rhode Island State Indicators System, a social reporting service for col-
lecting and analyzing data on the "state of the state" (39-40); and (5)
Rhode Island Design Systems, a communications program' to expose: and ex-
perience the general public and specific subgroups in the purpose and pro-
gress of the entire Project (41-44). Each of these parts is spelled out
in considerable detidl, with examples taken from other places and uses of
the techniques involved.

9. Rhode Island 20001 "All the foregoing is frankly speculative. 'Rhode Is-
171717777177s7a now exist, except as an idea. We think it is .a bet-
ter idea for now and our future. That is wishful thinking unless others
share in and improve on our vision. We propose--not answers--but a way of
asking the questions. The answers must come from us all"
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THE YEAR 2000 IDEA
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Time Frames

2000 A.D. is not the only year for fastening onto the future. By the Chi-
nese calendar it is already 4671 (or perhaps 4672). On the other hand, we
have just entered Year XV of the space age. If we stick with the Gregorian
calendar, futurist projections range out ahead from the near seventies to
"the next million years" (Darwin 1952).* Intervening are such landmark
years ass

1976 "1976s Planning the American Future"
(American Academy of Arts and Sciences)

1984 Calder (1965)

1990 Waskov (1972)

1994 Theobald and Scott (1972)

1999 Waskov, again (1968)

2000 Bell (1967), Kahn and Wiener (1967), Jungk
and Galtung (1969), Fuller (19671 Farrell
1967), many others

2001 Arthur C. Clarke

2018 Foreign Policy Association (1968)

2030 Birkenhead (1930)

2100 Forrester ;1971)

2500 Beckwith (;

With this imposing array to choose from, settling for the Year 2000 might
appear somewhat arbitrary. True, it is about the span of a single genera -
tion - -but then, so are 1999 and 2001. Futurist James Dator (n.d.s 7) of-
fers this rationales

*Complete bibliography of the works cited in this document appears at the

end under References. Numbers in parenthese are year of publication and page.



Immediate futures are relatively easy to predict but difficult to
design and alter, while distant futures are very difficult to pre-
dict but each easier to design. It is partly for this reason that
a target date of "The Year 2000" makes so much sense for current
futuristic activities: twenty-five to thirty years in the future
is close enough to the present to enable us to have some notion of
its general contours and to feel that we or our loved ones will be
around to live in that future. Yet twenty-five to thirty years is
far enough away for us to Imagine that we will find solutions to
the pressing problems of the present.

The Year 2000 is indeed a realistic projection for serious efforts towards
solving the urgent and abiding problems of poverty, the cities, social
equality, and others high on the American agenda. Any lesser span would
succumb to our penchant for "instant" solutions to long-standing problems.
"Looking ahead," Bell (1967: 644) foresees, "we realize that the rebuilding
of American cities, for example, entails a thirty-five-year cycle, and one
can rebuild cities only by making long-range commitments."

Apocalypse or Millennium?

"Much of the attention given the year 2000 is due," according co Bell (19671
640), "to the magic of the millennial number." Coinciding with the turn of
the century, the turn of the millennium portends the dramatic closing of one
era and the opening of another. Expectation is attuned to some momentous
change, but the nature of that change is in question. The year 1000 like-
wise was fraught with chiliastic visions of the Apocalypse. Movements of
thought in our own time have viewed the Year 2000 with similar apprehension.
As well as religious fundamentalists, working scientists have conjured vis-
ions of Doomsday, if not the Judgment Day to follow. John Platt (1969: 1116)
renders this gloomy prognosis: if humankind manages to survive the seventies it

has only to look beyond them to the monsters of pollution and
population rising up in the 1980's and 1590's. Whether we have 10
years or more like 20 or 30, unless we systematically find new large -
scale solutions, we are in the gravest danger of destroying our so-
ciety, our world, and ourselves in any of a number of different ways
well before the end of this century. Many futurologists who have
predicted what the world will be like in the year 2000 have neglec-
ted to tell us that.

Yet there is another side to this visioning. As Focillon (1969: 50) divined
the Tenth Century, "the Apocalypse is not necessarily linked with millenarian-
ism: on the contrary, it necessarily tends to break that link. ." If the
modern millennium presents a utopian vision, howaver, equally tt confronts us
with a vital choice. In R. Buckminster Fuller's phrase, it is a choice bee;
tween "utopia or oblivion." Choosing the former then becomes the business of
the future.

-2



OPERATIONALIZING THE YEAR 2000 IDEA

As Dator implies, focusing on the Year 2000 renders the future more defi-
nite and definable. Still higher resolution is needed to infuse the idea
with positive content and actual concreteness, and to impart to our world-
view an operational philosophy for "applied futuristics." By grounding it
in our immediate present and recent past experience, we seek to make the
future ctionable. The occasion for action is at hand. Bell (19671 639)
writes, tne word of thn year 2000 has already arrived, for in the decis-
ions we make now, in the way we design our environment and thus sketch the
lines of constraints, the future is committed."

Once time reference has been established, it remains to locate that future
in spatial dimensions as well. Jungk's conception of "Mankind 2000" (Jungk
and Galtung 1969) conveys the dual trends of heightened interdependence and
increased universality. The evolving planetary situation is confirming the
metaphor of "Spaceship Earth" with literal meaning. Considering these glo-
bal trends, we can safely predict the effective future in the Year 2000 will
be a world future.

Despite this universal tendency towards "globalization," the world future
is generally more approachable on subordinate levels of the world system.
Thus we can view the future from the vantage point of world regions, as in
Plan European 2000. On the level of national societies, Tugwell (1968) en-
visions "U.S.A. 2000," and Jose Villegas, "Peru 2000." National regions

furnish the setting for Billy Rojas' Appalachian Futuristics Project, and
briefly "Northwest 2000" which seems now to have been submerged in the
Washington 2000 Project. Indeed, it is on the state level that the Year
2000 idea has sparked greatest interest and application. It can be car-
ried ev n farther though, to the level of urban communities, as in London
2000 (Hall 1963), and s:::communities.

The Commission on the Year 2000

In 1964, about the time Jungk was organizing "Mankind 2000" in Europe,
social psychologist Lawrence K. Frank addressed a memorandum to the Pres-
ident of the American Academy of Arts and Sciencess

As large-scale transformations occur, our customary designs for
living, our homes and family life, our interpersonal relations,
and our social, economic and political activities will require
greater or less modification, if not supersedure. It is likely

that our traditional morals and ethics and our American "charac-
ter-structure" will undergo far-reaching and often radical chan-
ges. 4,

If we are to maintain a free social order in the face of the
discontent and anxiety [we] 'gill probably provoke, we must at-
tempt the Promethean* task of renewing our traditional culture

and reorienting our social order as a deliberately planned pro-

cess. (quoted in Bell 1967s 647)

*The image was aptly chosen; two years earlier Feinberg had begun the
"Prometheus Project" in search for long-range goals (1969).

- 3 -



r
From this initiative emerged the Commission on the Year 2000, directed byQ) Daniel Bell. As he describes it (1967e 657), "The simple impulse behind(/) the idea of this Commission was the questions Is it not now a fundamental

.......

12 responsibility for a society as interdependent as this one to try to en-
gage in some form of systematic anticipation, some form of thinking about

b-
the future? The problem of the future he perceived as that of "defining
one's priorities and making the necessary commitments. This is an inten-

LLI tion of the Commission on the Year 2000" (p. 646). Its deliberations led

-.__)
into four kinds of considerations, (1) the identification of concrete prob-
lems of the future, (2) the philosophical implications of these issues,
(3) the underlying structural changes which may come about (e.g. the "post-
industrial society"), and (4) the nature of the planning process itself
(pp. 65758).

On the premise that the future begins in the present, the Commission sought
means "to indicate how the future consequences of present public-policy de-cisions, to anticipate future problems, and to begin the design of alter-
native solutions so that our society has more options.

4, ." (p. 639). This
charge stimulated far-ranging, often floundering, discussions and produced
useful contributions by "working parties" in specialized areas such as gov-
ernment (Perloff 1971). Throughout the Commission's gaze wavered between
alternative futures for America and the world future. Six years later it
is clear that the Commission set important new directions far futures re-
search, deserving and demanding of further extension and consolidation.
Just as clearly, there has been a reluctance to advance broadly on the
national level, and it has fallen to the several states to struggle ahead
into the future.

State 20001

If we concentrate on futures interest at the state level, it is because
here thinking and planning for the future have progressed the farthest.
At that, they have yet to progress so very far. In some, like Iowa, the
Year 2000 idea is only a distant glimmer; in others still less. Ronald
Lehr (1972s 5) summons the future of a "Colorado 2000" in this calls

Colorado, as well as other states should try to establish
long range goals by making the year 2000 a target date for plan-
ning. Here in Colorado the time is ripe for the governor and
legislature to select a large and representative Commission to
establish goals for Colorado for the Year 2000. The Colorado
Commission on the Year 2000 should investigate Colorado's future
not by taking testimony in the State Capitol basement from mid-
dle aged white males (as the present system of hearings is prac-
ticed) but rather by going into every town and city in the state
to search the heart and mind, of Colorado's people for their most
cherished dreams.

Impacient for the Colorado future to commence, Lehr (pp. 7-10) submits his
own "sample scenario" of long range goals for the Year 2000s

Goal Ones Population Control

Grounded in the physical reality that no system can grow at
exponential rotes on our finite globe forever, we might make
our first goal a stable or declining population for Colorado
by the Year 2000.

- 4



Goal Twos A Growing Non- Polluting Formation Based Economy

Our second goal for Colorado 2000 might be a non-polluting
economy growing not in quantity and consumption and waste,
as is the present pattern, but instead, on growth in qual-
ity and the enrichment of human life.

Goal Threes Free Statewide Public Transportation

Goal Fours We Learn to Love the Land

By Year 2000, we will have disabused ourselves of the vain
and fatuous notion that individuals can really in the land.
Land value speculation will have long ceased, and the land
will be recognized as a public trust and as a public utility.

Goal Fives Youn Leaders

Decision making power might well be put in the hands of men
and women at the height of their intellectual ability and
enthusiasm, rather than remaining the preserve of the ger-
iatric few.

Goal Sim Continuinglducation

To foster a willingness to deal with continuing change, in-
tellectual growth should continue throughout life, aided by
recurring periods of education. Every year a fifth of the
population might have the option of a sabbatical sponsored
by the other four-fifths.

Goal Sevens Serial Careers for Generalists

We might release a flood of innovation and improvement if we
encouraged people to take up the challenge of education for
a new career, rather than clinging to the security and bore-
dom of a single life-long job.

Goal Eights Planning to Cope with Change

Finally, we must prepare to withstand the blinding pace of
change Year 2000 will bring. Multiple options remain to us
now for planning to withstand change. But we must begin our
discussion of them soon, before change sweeps our options
away.

It would be wrong to suppose that the future is flourishing in many of the

several states, and it is not a little ironic at a time when the national-

ization of politics and policies is an accomplished fact that states them-

selves undertake this initiative. For however we think to structure the

future, its aspects and parts cannot be understood in isolation from one

another. Nevertheless we can imagine a growing and branching interstate

zompact or network of 2000s federated into a national 2000, just as a s im-

ilar process might come to comprise the comprehensive program for the world

future in the Year 2000. For now we will confine ourselves to those states
venturing farthest into the future - -California, Hawaii and Washington.*

*Is it only coincidental that future-orientation is centered in these Far

Western states?
- 5 1.6.
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TIM CALIFORNIA TOMORROW PLAN

The most advanced and ambitious state 2000 plan is perhaps that of California
Tomorrow. Well it might be, for as Bronson (19681 10) observes, ". Cal-
ifornia has led the rest of the world into the age of mass affluence and has

(1)
become standing testimony to man's infinite capacity to befoul and destroy in
the quest for an ever-higher standard of living." The California Tomorrow
Plan offers a choice of alternative futures, California One or California Two,
starting from the present state of the state, California Zero. After inven-
torying present conditions, it contrasts between California One.(a direct ex-
trapolation to the Year 2000) and Two (the preferred state), then proposes some
ways forfor attaining the Two instead of the other. The report (Heller 1972) fol-

(:)lows this outlines

C lifornia Zeros a summary of the major problems and disruptions which (I)

beset %AA own today; a description of our traditional method of at-
tempting to solve problems; and a sketch of an alternative way which
shows considerable promise. 0
California Ones a picture of the kind of California that will surely
come to pass if the traditional California Zere way of solving prob- (I-
less continues into the future.

C lifornia Twos a proposal for the alternative way of solving problems;
(::)

an outl e of what government and private enterprise would have to do
to carry out this alternative; a view of what life might be like in

(2)
California Two.

(2)
Caverisons of California One and California Twos a general summary
of the two Californias, with particular attention to comparative.
costs.

?basin& In--California Twos a list of specific actions which can be rn
taken to bring California Two into being.

California Zero CA)

Present-day California is beset with major disruptions occurring in two main
categories, "environmental resources misuse" and "human resources misuse" (p.
9). Land and water use are the main subcategories under the former, "struc-
tures" or institutions and people under human resources. Twenty-one (21)
specifications of California's problems fall within these general areas (see
Fig.1 ). Each of the problems is further analysed and two alternative ways
of dealing with them are outlined. The traditional way, California One, at-
tacks problems piecemeal, with little concern for their interrelatedness.
Consequently it fails to get at the source of the problems, and "solutions"
only tend to worsen them. In California Two the stress falls on comprehen-
sive planning which seeks out relationships among problems and attacks com-
mon underlying causes rather than mere symptoms. The example of agricultural
land depletion shows this contrast between fragmented and coordinated ap-

proaches (Fig.2).

California One

Discussion of this alternative model for California in the Year 2000 under-
scores the contrasts

- 7 -



CD 21 Major disruptions

t5
LU Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,and 6 from The California Tommorow Plan,

William Kaufmann, Los Altos, Calif., have teen removed to conform with
copyright laws.

wr

Fig. 1

In California One, problems of social and envizonmental disruption
are still met --if at all --on an individual basis as they become
visible and as the public becomes alarmed about them. Politicians
pay lip service to "coordination" and "comprehensive planning," but
no integrated framework exists for making public policy. Further-
more, there are no central, clearly stated, duly adopted public pol-
icies or goals; there is no shared vision of what California could
become. Private organizations and governmental agencies continue to
establish their own policies, whopther or not they cenflItA. 'nth the
general public interest. Frequently, programs conflict directly with
each other, and the impact of fine on another is ignored. (p. 24)

Both public and private sectors distort the problems they recognize and the
solutions they conceive. Typically the governmental response is creation of
single-function agencies charged and equipped to deal with only a small seg-
ment of the problem; such narrowness of purpose and aim has the effect only
of distracting attention and diverting resources from real needs and provi-
sions. The problem reappears in new guil,e, unsolved and often intensified.
Nor is the private sector more responsive and responsible. Largely it serves
its own special interests, with scarcely the pretext of acting for the gene-
ral welfare. Capacity to govern and quality of life suffer accordingly.
This depressing picture is "California tomorrow" if present trends and ten-
dencies continue unabated and unaltered.

California Twc

A brighter alternative future depends on recognizing ti': four underlying
causes of disruption %.4 matching them with "driving policies" that will
yield the overall spa/ of "survival with amenites "Tr, provide for personal
fulfillment within an amenable environment." The four underlying causes area

-8-



Problems get worse unless

responses deal with causes

Lack of individual political strength (arising from the structure

and process of government).

2. Lack of individual economic strength (inadequate incomes, inequi-
table access to jobs, education, services, amenities).

3. Dana in distribution of vo lation (both in numbers of people and

in the r location .

4. Damaaina patterns of resource consumption (numbers of people, and

the way they consume resources).

cs,

CD

0
CD

Cir

0

0

Using "systems analysis," a matrix is constructed with locates the 21 problem

specifications at the intersections of these four basic causes (Fig.3), and a

systems approach is adovted to fashion major policies for dealing with them

(Fig.4). These major policies are connected together in a comprehensive "Cal-

ifornia State Plan," sections of which formulate policy appropriate to the

. 9 .
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I
Four underlying
causes of disruption
emerge from the
matrix of direct causes

[11.4.2.1

California Two removes
problems by grouping
policies to deal with causes.

1F1.4
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four underlying causes. A fifth, "budget section" insures both long-term fi-
nancing of programs to implement the policy recommendations and also short -
term (annual) increments by which programs will operate en route to the Year

2000.

The political machinery called for to realize the benefits of California Two
Ls, first, a State Planning Council appointed by and responsible to the gov-
ernor and confirmed by the senate. This Council "prepares and annually up-
dates a comprehensive plan, called the California State Plan, which specifies
long-term and short-term state goals, policies, progress and budgets/. To ra-
tify such planning, programming and budgeting activity, the governor proposes
enabling legislation. Legislative and executive performance are measured
against fulfillment of the Ilan. at all political levels.

Although this is a California State Plan, the federal government plays an
important role through revenue-sharing and establishing national policies
and standards for meeting them. Implied are substantial changes in national
as well as state policies. The creation of a Federal Conservation and Devel-
opment Bank is urged for long-term financing. Federal assistance in welfare
programs must be maintained at a high level to forestall an influx of popula-
tion. Moreover, the operation of federal agencies within the state must be
coordinated and harmonized to its Plan. In order for California to benefit,
everyone must benefit.

On the state level, a whole new echelon of regional governments - -ten of them- -
is prescribed. Not only does this conform to the ecological contours of wa-
tersheds, airs hells and bay areas, it is vital to the political control of de-
velopment that spills across municipal and eounty boundaries. At the same time,
regional governments must balance rural and urban interests, giving equitable
representation to both. The Plan must be faithfully executed on local levels as
well, and interpreted there with due regard both to local conditions and overall
goals. Full citizen participation and approval is demanded on all levels; thus
planning and democracy become mutually supporting rather than opposing.

Caparison of California One and California Two

Strengthened local control as a feature of California Two contrasts with strong
centralized control in a California One driven to desperation in its futile at-
tempt to cope with growing problems (Fig.5). Projected cost comparisons also
reveal the comparative advantage of California Two, in land values, transpor-
tation and health. More detailed comparisons of the two Californias are given
in Fig. 6 In general,

The California Tomorrow Plan describes two futures for the states Cal-
ifornia One and California Two. California One, in which the quality
of life becomes seriously impaired before the year 2000, is a logical
consequence of today's methods of dealing with environmental and social
disruptions. In California One, problems are met, in general, through
separate, disconnected programs. There is no cohesive strategy for
solving them. California Two attempts to deal with disruptions in a
systematic way through a process of comprehensive state and regional
planning. (p. 109)

Phasing In--California Two

No fewer than nine basic "activators" can be employed to promote the desirable
future conceived in California Twos



Characterizing the
two Californias:
government control

[Fig. 5I

1. Take emergency action.

2. Adopt basic policies.

3. Set up state planning and budgeting in one strong agency.

4. Establish regional governments.

5. Establish community councils.

6. Make new election laws.

7. Use modern fact-gathering techniques.

S. Urge federal action.

9. Make the commitment.

Although each can operate somewhat independently of the others, and in any
particular order of activation, "together they constitute the essentials of
a complete system capable of operating effectively" (p. 104). Thus, massive
political change is the condition of California Two's success. Yet even its
complete success is relative; population is stabilized but not optimized, for
instance. California Two is not utopia. It is feasible, workable and compel-
ling, however. The California Tomorrow Plan is an imaginative and construc-
tive step towards the Year 20e0. As such it is a future model worthy of em-
ulation by other states.

-12-



Massachusetts Tomorrow

One state, Massachusetts, has already sighted its future on the California
plan. Its MASSACHUSETTS TOMORROW proposal (1972) is premised on six major
assumptions first, that economic stagnation and deterioration of public
services are intensifying, and that "No credible comprehensive lo -term

plan to reverse these trends exists" p. 1

2. At esent the public enerall has neither the awareness nor
the will to call for remedial aqionjamplielacrILIE-
iousness of the problem.

3. Fundamental reforms are required to achieve the d ee of ui-
table distribution of wealth necessar
monious society (p. 2).

4. Piecemeal attacks have merel enlar ed our oblems and more

if we are to have a har-

da erousl created the illustion that the are bein solved

5. Abasisfsocia1ancnentaltoriarmonmustbefound.

6. What will be needed is a step-by-step fundamental transforma-
tion of society and Its governmental instruments if violent
diem tions or repressions are to be avoided (p. 3).

The steps broadly contemplated in MASSACHUSETTS TOMORROW are (1) prepara-
tion of a Sketch Plan setting forth briefly the social and environmental
goals for Massachusetts within the context of national and global trends;
(2) public discussion of the Sketch Plan, exploring present and future
needs and policies for satisfying them; and (3) continuous improvement of

the Plan, incorporating citizen feedback, formulating policy recommenda-
tions, and initiating sustained efforts toward their adoption.

In greater detail, Phase One includes five stepss (1) "The World and Mass-

achusetts Today," (A) "a succinct review of the best current estimate of

the world social and environmental predicament as it relates to Massachu

setts today" and (B) "an assessment of the current status of social justice

and environmental quality in the Commonwealth"; (2) "Massachusetts Unplan-

ned," trend projections to 2000 and beyond in the critical problem areas of

economic development, energy, land use and housing, water and transportation;

(3) competing team designs between maximizing goal attainment in social jus-

tice and environmental quality; (4) "Massachusetts Tomorrow," aerates the

two designs in "an integrated plan projected forward decade by decade to the

year 2000"; and (5) "Beginning Implementation."

Phase Two is devoted to community involvement through publicity, contacting
prospective.supporters, public "launching" events, and a series of six TV

documentaries on "Massachusetts 2000" followed by informal group discussion

and feedback, and lastly, the presentation of issue-oriented community for-

ums across the state. Phase Three, "Implementation," is scheduled to begin

late in 1974. At that time the change strategy will be decided between pub-

lic and political lobbying or some combination of the two. It is recognized

that "The imperatives of our situation are likely to demand reforms too rad-

ical for many established interests used to treating only the symptoms of

our malaise" (p. 15) and, moreover, that "the kinds of changes necessary will

not come easily and may not, for the most part, occur at all for many years

to come" (p. 16). Nevertheless, the oc s of public involvement is seen

to be a significant benefit, as much as its outcome. MASSACHUSETTS TOMORROW

submits an 18 months budget for the tidy sum of $513,600.
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HAWAII 2000

If California Tomorrow's incorporation as a private foundation in 1966 an-
ticipates other statewide movements, Hawaii can rightfully claim priority
as the first state to look toward 2000 as a state. On 20 June 1969 John
A. Burns, reflecting "the thinking of many of us that a serious effort
should be made now to assess Hawaii's future economic, political, cultural
and social systems and to identify the objectives that are desired and the
action programs necessary to reach these objectives," ordered the creation
of an advisory committee to plan and organize the first Governor's Confer-
ence on the Year 2000. Chairman George Chaplin explained the charge this
way:

We have the technology for the future. What we need are the
dreams. What kind of Hawaii would we like to see 10, 20, 30
years from now - -and how do we get there? What are the alter-
native routes.?

Since the future grows out of the present, what are the prob-
able long-range effects of our present pol icy - making and de-
cisions? Are our policies and decisions moving us in the di-
rection we really should be going? And if they are not, what
aTe the other choices open to us?

These are the kinds of questions I see the conference address-
ing itself to.

The Conference was held 5-7 August 1970 at the East-West Center in Honolulu;
proceedings are scheduled for publication this June by the University of Ha-
waii Press. Subsequently the first state Commission on the Year 2000 was
formed to continue the work of the Conference; it has now submitted its sec-
ond annual report to the Governor and Legislature of the State of Hawaii and
projected its own future for another six years "in a manner compatible with
PPBS" (planning, programming, budgeting system; page references below are ta-
ken from this report). The Commission defines its role in these words (p. 2) 8

1. What the Commission is aiming for, To bring about such real,
visible and significant change as seems desirable in Hawaii's
society and institutions.

2. nix the Commission has this aims Because it believes that the
choice facing Hawaii's people is either to act now to seek to
fashion the hurrying future or to be overwhelmed by it, and be-
cause it firmly believes in the ability of Hawaii's people to
help shape or alter their destiny.

3. Who the Commission is concerned abouts All the people of Hawaii,
not particular elites or interest groups or socio-economic strata
or organizations.

Based on these assumptions, it states three major goals (p. 3)s

1. To, create, sustain and intensify an awareness among Hawaii's
people that our future may be and is being shaped in several .

different ways, and her this may occur and is now occurring.

2. (a) To promote and maintain the active participation and involve-
ment of Hawaii's people in a Statewide effort to depict, assess
and establish political, economic, social, cultural and envi-
romental goals for Hawaii;

(b) To devise and recommend legislative, administrative and citi-
zen action to accomplish these goals;

(c) To assess, evaluate and review periodically these goals and
the action being undertaken to accomplish them.

- 15



3. To promote, assist and coordinate programs, activities and plans
of individuals and organizations, whether public or private, di-
rectly concerned with the future of Hawaii.

Futures awareness in Hawaii is heightened by the Commission's sponsoring of
numerous addresses and frequent conferences. It has produced radio and tel-
evision programs and series. Not coincidentially, since its Chairman is the
Editor of the Honolulu Advertiser, extensive newspaper coverage has been pro-
vided.

Hawaii 2000 is notable as well for its broad base of public support, from the
grass-roots to the Governor's Office. Its activities involve literally hun-
dreds of Hawaii citizens, from high school students to high political offi-
cials. An experimental project in community planning and futures study aims
at engaging high school students in the planning efforts in their communities
and providing them "an opportunity to formulate and advance their own ideas
of the possible futures they prefer" (p. 7). "Groups of juniors and seniors
at three high schools are now examining their communities in terms of its phys-
ical environment, its social characteristics, and the needs and possibilities
of people living there" (p. 8). Further organizational strength is gained in
fielding a number of specialized task forces.

Starting with a $50,000 appropriation from the Legislature in 1970, Hawaii 2000
has mobilized considerable professional expertise as well as voluntary partici-
pation. A full-time executive director has been hired, and the commitment of
$60,000 in additional funds secured from the Chamber of Commerce of Hawaii,
corporations and labor unions for a project on "Alternative Economic Futures
for Hawaii."

As to mechanics, it is
be named in early 1973
probable future in its
future.

The reports of these task forces then will go to three teams, each
of which will design from this information what it considers to be
the most desirable, feasible overall future for Hawaii. In the fi-
nal phase, each of these teams will draw up an action program, in
public and private sectors, needed to begin to make its chosen fu-
ture a reality. (pp. 13-14)

A general conference will then review these findings and make specific recom-
mendations for desirable action on State and County levels and in the private
sector for purposes of public policy formation and private decision making.*

Another distinction of Hawaii 2000 is the direct impact made on other states
in seeking their own futures. Washington and Iowa are but two among many who
have drawn from the inspiration and experience of Hawaii 2000.

envisioned that a number of task forces will
in specific fields. Each will develop a
field, an intolerable future and a utopian

*One such recommendation is already indicateds a permanent Commission on
Population Stabilization.
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WASHINGTON 2000

Washington is the most recent state entrant in the race to the Year 2000.
The concept of Washington 2000 has a short history, going back to 1971
when, "out of a concern for the quality of life in the future of the state
and the processes which are shaping that future," the Evergreen (Seattle)
Chapter of the World Future Society was formed. Their concern was equally
felt in the Governor's Council on Human Affairs. With this encouragement
the Chapter "decided to seize this unique opportunity and develop a model
for the consideration of alternative futures through a system of statewide
participation" in the formulation of policies affecting the future --what
Toffler has called "anticipatory democracy" (Sine 1972: 5-6). Their ini-
tial efforts culminated in a Washington 2000 Planning Conference, 29-30
June 1972, and submission to Governor Evans of "A Prospectus on the Wash-
ington 2000 Project." As described in a later funding proposal, Washing-
ton 2000 objectives are:

To increase citizen awareness concerning those issues which im-
pact on the future and a full range of alternative approacheu
for resolving each issue.

To create a continuing process through which citizens, indi-
vidually and in groups, can participate constructively in the
shaping of the future of Washington.

To mobilize and effectively utilize a multidimensional state-
wide communications network to enable citizens, civic leaders,
and public and private policymakers to engage in a cyclic di-
alogue regarding those impelling issues which will determine
the quality of life in Washington during the next three decades.

The proposal further outlines three main components of Washington 2000:

Issues and Options. Key issues which impact on the future will
be identified as well as a full range of future alternatives for
each issue. These issues and their options will be presented
through comprehensive communications networks involving the
mass media and other channels. The content for these will be
drawn primarily from institutions already focusing on areas
such as human resources, the environment, education, law and
justice, health and welfare, and others to be added later.

Citizen Participation. Citizen participation models will be
developed and extended for use in conjunction with media pres-
entations. They will be designed to provide citizens opportun-
ities to consider these issues and their future alternatives
and to express their preferences. The citizen participation
models would be founded largely on existing community organi-
zations within the state. The responses of individuals and
groups will be analyzed and transmitted to policy-makers to
aid them in the formulation of long range goals for the state
of Washington.

Communications Process. Communications networks are required to
provide citizens with: information relating to issues and options,
and with feedback capability. This will enable those viewing and
discussing the issues to have an opportunity to respond in such
a manner that they can reshape the issues and allow preferences
to reach decision-makers. The Washington 2000 project plans to
utilize the capabilities of available and developing communica
tions networxs, news media, publications, television, and educa-
tional mechanisms.



Issues and Options,

These relate to the dominant need in present-day American society "for a
clearly articulated statement of direction--a statement of direction which
will provide goals from which our leaders can formulate policy and manage
technology." Quoting Toffler, "A revolutionary new approach to goal set-
ting is needed." While Toffler advocates democratizing the goal setting
process through the creation of "social future assemblies" in every com-
munity, and Washington 2000 advocates vigorous citizen participation
their first resort was the usual one of relying on experts to identify
problems and possibilities in specific areas. In the area of environmen-
tal issues, for instance, Professor Russell F. Christman, Director of the
Division of Environmental Affairs at the University of Washington, asserts
that "Virtually all resources have currently been exploited to the point
where further development will involve increasingly significant choices be-
tween gross economic development and environmental quality" (Sine l972$ 47).

The critical need then is to devise a means of evaluating alter-
native goals and the different policies required to meet them be-
fore irreversible commitments are made to any one goal. Initially,
such a study would have to involve a determination of the actual
goals our current policies are serving, many of which are undoubt-
edly counterproductive to the maintenance of environmental quality.

To make this determination Christman tables a set of current policy and goal
relations in the environmental area (Fig. 7).

THE GOALS OF CURRENT POLICIES

CURRENT POLICIES GOAL SERVED

Energy Field
Depletion allowance, import quotas,
leasing of mineral rights to public
land, discount prices to large users,
generation of revenue (tax) from fuel
sales to construct roadways for
vehicles consuming fuel.

Water Resources Field
Basing of municipal sewage treatment
charges on water use, flat rate
sewer charges, discounting water
prices for large users, low interest
rates for public sewer projects.

Population Field
Tax reductions for dependent child-
ren, aid to dependent children, tax growth.
incentives for marriage, repression
of birth control information and
services.

Maximize exploration,
production and consump-
tion of fossil fuel and
power generation.

Maximize water use and
encourage land develop-
ment.

Maximize population

I Fig. 71

He further examines the probable consequences of policy alternatives as they
might affect one particular source of environmental pollution, automobile
emissions. Less detailed analysis is given by others to issues in the areas
of education, law and justice, and health care delivery.
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The role of Washington 2000 in issue definition and resolution is conceived 0
to be informational in character - -"a catalyst and interface between sources
of reliable information on issues and alternatives, and the channels of dis-

semination." D---
I.

The Washington 2000 program is intended to concentrate on key is- CD
sues and options in a time frame extending thirty years into the
future. This futures orientation of Washington 2000 is intended \--,/
to arch over and avoid the heated controversy and polarization
that characterizes citizen involvement in current problems. Ef- (Th
forts would be concentrated on wide-scale presentation of clearly 7L7
defined issues and for each a variety of attainable options, prof- -..T_

erably evaluated in terms of advantages, disadvantages and poten- 0
tial future complications. Their presentation should be as unbias-
ed and dispassionate as possible. The aim is to foster positive (D
discussions on programs and actions, and not to act as an advocate
for particular action options. (1)-

Citizen Participation

If the Washington 2000 program is envisioned "as a continuing process by
which information regarding current and future societal problems, issues
and options already being generated by a host of institutions can be iden-
tified and processed for transmission through the many different communi-
cation channels to reach individual citizens, individually and in groups,"
an implicit goals is "the development and utilization of mechanisms by which
the citizenry can actively participate in defining issues, evaluating their
potential advantages and complications of alternatives, expressing their own
preferences, and by supporting such preferred alternatives which impact on
the policy makers in government, research institutions and other decision
making roles." Along with the communications process, citizen participa-
tion is the strongest feature of the proposal. Operationally, its objec-
tives are,

To anticipate, formulate, assess and evaluate the consequences of
present and projected policies and programs relative to environ-
mental, technological, social, health and educational issues.

To generate experimental and evolutionary models as well as to
utilize existing forms of citizen participation.

To enlarge the opportunities and the impact of citizens in the
decision-making and governing processes, and in so doing provide
an improved sense of community, increased satisfaction and reduc-
tion of tension, alienation or apathy.

To initiate possible actions which will lead toward realization
of preferred future alternatives.

Since it is assumed that "no single existing structure or avenue of citizen
participation can satisfactorily meet the test of 'representativeness,' range
of interest, or functional effectiveness in dealing with issues of choice and
change," a "multi-level, multi-dimensional approach" is proposed "to deal with
the substantial problems and issues generated and refined through existing and
innovated channels of information and communication:" Six modalities of citi-
zen participation are conceived,

1. Community Council Model, based on existing or self-defined neigh-
borhood and community identities.
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2. Fast-Forum* Model, utilizing existing and ad hoc groupings of cit-
izens to diagnosis, discuss and decide public issues in "referenda"
fashion.

3. Collective Bar ainin Model, based upon the political premise that

special interest groups must contend with each other for their re-
spective share of power and resources and that equity in the re-
wards of the society is thus achieved.

4. Problem-Solving_ Model, taking the analytic-rational or "system"
approach to problem seeking, stating and solving by groups both
task-oriented and technically qualified.

5. Personal Development Model, in which individuals strive to im-
prove their abilities in creative thinking by means of the group
process.

6. Consensin& Game Technioues, the "future-molding" gaming of public
issues devised by Stuart Dodd to facilitate "discussion with the
intent to agree" on issue definitions and goal formulations.

Communications Process

Both "issues and options" and "citizen participation" intimately relate to
the communications process. As the charts on "Organizational Concept" and
"Operational Mechanisms" (Figs. 8,9 ) disclose, information systems and com-
munications networks are the heart of the Washington 2000 proposal. While
the entire proposal is heavily media oriented, of particular note is the
interactive nature of communications, as in the "Citizen Feedback System."
Informational capacity is further enhanced in the establishment of a Wash-
ington State Futures Institute.

Washington State Futures Institute

"In order to achieve the goals of expanding citizen awareness, increasing
involvement in community-based problem solving, and coordinating a state-
wide effort of charting alternative futures of the state," a Washington
State Futures Institute is proposed "to be a research broker, information
network, and futures research coordinator receptive to the information and
communications needs of government and the entire state system of communi-
ties and individuals" (Sine 19726 63). In serving these needs the Insti-
ture would provide its services for social reporting, social indicators and
interactive communications designed

To improve the quality and accessibility of data developed to mea-
sure the performance and societal impact of governmental policies
and programs by bringing the best available knowledge to bear on
public policy-making;

To improve the process of internal guidance and control at the
policy level by providing the Governor, members of the cab net,
and their respective staffs with relevant and timely information
that will assist the policy and decision-making process; and

To improve the flow and fidelity of external communications from
citizens to government and from government to the public.

Four basic components of the Futures Institute are distinguished; (1) re-
search and development, (2) social applications, (3) communications and in-
formation, and (4) futures planning. Together they form a "planning and
decision_information system" (PDIS).

.,.._ *Copyright, Richard Spady. - 20 -



INPUT - Future Options

1. Identification

2. Evaluation
3. Presentation

STATE OF WASHINGTON

1. Government
Executive Branch
Legislative Branch

2. Community Leaders

3. Institutions of

Higher Learning

4. Industrial Research

S. Research Institutes

6. Special Study Groups

OUTSIDE WORLD

1. Tested Prototypes

a. U.S.

b. Foreign

2. New Approaches

3. Proposed Approaches

ORGANI,ATIONAL CONCEPT

Washington 2000 Advisory Board

Washington 2000 Council

Comprised of selected individualS
and representatives of groups,

institutions and governmental agencies

Executive Ca-Atte!'

Executive Director

Information
Processing
Staff

Ccrrunirations
Networks

Liaison Staff

Citizen
Participation

Staff

COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

...40,1 Published Nees Media
TV, Commercial, PBS

Cable

Educational Mechanisms
Organizational Networks

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Corsi lation

Evaluation
Interpretation

Sumrarization
Presentation

Available Cptions

Preferred Options

EXTERNAL WORLD INFORMATION SOURCES

Books, Reports, Conferences,
Model Progrars,
Feasibility Studies,
ixPeriments and tiperience

INFORMATION ACQUISITION, STORAGE
A4D RiTRIFOL

siashington State Library Network

WA%111%,!0'. :TAT: SGoi"_ES Of

INFoLMATIt%

Np;c4iCii INSTITUTIONS

State Universities
Private Lniversities

State Colleges

Private Colleges
Jattelle Seattle

lies..arrh Center

Boeing Pe.reirch Activities

Institute of World Needs

Social Management
Transportation
Computer Center

Aeyerhaeuser

liner Private Research and

Consulting ,roupS

WVERNME4T PLANNING AGENCIES

State and Lch.al

Exaqle.,

Interim legislative Council
State Program Planning.
F).;1,11 Management Department

Social and Health Services
METRO
kl6C0

Seattle mno
Bellevue Community Planning
(AV). 74 Planning Committee

etc.

FF ig

INPUT - Citizen Preferences

1. Support of Alternative
Goals and Courses

2. Mobilized Human Energy

3. Incentives for Action

General Public

Public Service Organization

Educational Institutions

Special Interest Groups

Environmentalists

Equal Rights Groups

Senior Citizens

Racial Minorities

Industrial Groups

Handicapped
(Physically, Socially)

labor Groups

Agticultural Groups

Operational, Mechanisms

WASHINGTON 2000 FUNCTIONS

0

0
00
rnINFORMATION PROCESSING MECHANISMS

Coordinating Committee,
Administrative and Editorial Staff
Panels of Journalists. Autnors,
Newscasters. Ficulty and Experts

mio amen. 411

C0.4PNICAIIM NETWOkiS

GENERAL
News Media
Periodicals

TV, Commercial, Public, Cable

SPECIAL.

Organizational Networks
Educational Institutions

Schools
Colleges

Continuing Education

111
CITIZEN PAkTICIPATION

Ccnvilation

Evaluation
Interpretation
Sumrwrization

Presentation

21-

PUBLIC SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
Emarples:
Community Councils
invirontental Councils
League of Women Voters
Cii.r,n Council of

Sreater Sesttle
Goiernor's human Affairs

Cour.ci Is, etc.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Continuing Education

Local Schools and
'.immunity Colleges

Colleges and universities

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Exammles.
Environmentalist Groups

(about 1001
LAA1 Rights Groups
Senior Citizens
Racial Minorities (blacks,

indians. Chicanos,
orientals)

Handicapped People
Industrial Grouoi (e.g. EDC)
labor Groups

Agricultural Groups, etc.

INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP
CITIZEN RESPONSES

Fig. 9



This proposed PDIS is not designed to simply improve the quality of
information for a manager about his internal organizational environ-
ment. Nor is it a comprehensive data bank to archive all or even
most social and economic data tin agencies use in carrying out their
daily responsibilities. Rather, Ole four-component Planning and De-
cision Information System is a problem-oriented instrument designed
to improve the quality of knowledge and accessibility to comprehen-
sive anticipatory planning information. It is also a process-orient-
ed system designed to increase the base of involvement in planning
and decision-making. (p. 65)

Although the Washington State Futures Institute contained in the prospectus
was unaccountably dropped in the later proposal, its obvious virtues make it
a likely candidate for early reinstatement. Problems of resource mobiliza-
tion, organizational complexity and staff support for planning and coordimi-
tion would seem to necessitate such a structure.

Funding the Washington 2000 Project

It is rightly anticipated that "the solution to substantive and normative
problems requires a substantial investment of resources, talent, and atten-
tion to first order problems of developing better social models and bet-
ter social information on which to base recommendations. ." (Sine 1972s 66).

Drafters of the proposal have" assiduously inventoried their potential resource

base at all levels. Their mustering of support from community organizations
and state institutions is highly impressive. Financial resources have been
assessed from the National Science Foundation down to family foundations. As

Thomas J. Kuehn shrewdly perceivesrhowever, their greatest resource is them-
selves. His insistence on self-reliance is well -stateds

The expressed purpose of the Washington 2000 project is to provide
a process through which citizen awareness of alternative futures in
state planning is increased and citizen involvement in the policy-
making process is maximized. In the conceptualization of the pro-
ject, three basic assumptions seem to have evolved* (1) a project
based on citizen participation is better than contracting an expen-
sive professional study of alternative futures; (2) the widest pos-
sible citizen involvement including existing community groups and
institutions is desirable; (3) the Noce.' of consensus forming and
citizen involvement is more important ffecting Washington's fu-
ture than any policy which may finally be recommended. In the con -

text.of previous professional and citizen efforts in future studies,
these assumptions are unique and intuitively perceptive of the pro-
cess of change in society. (p. 71)

Nevertheless, he admits, "it is incorrect to assume that this approach can
be successful without substantial financial support." Orii,,inally the budget

request was $10,400 for a three-month period of proposal prt2pnatinn. Fol-

lowing that, it was estimated that for a "lean" eight-month effort "directed
toward the mobilization of people, programs and facilities which are already

committed to related activities," a modest budget of $46,200 would suffice.

Entering the phase of pilot projects (1 September 1973-30 June 1974), however,

estimates for operationalizing the Washington 2000 Project soar to $200,000.
Commencing with statewide implementation on 1 July 1974, and "By drawing our

content from the research of other organizations, working through existing
citizen groupings and tying into developing communications networks, we es-
timate that the Washington 2000 Project could be operated for $250,000 a

(p. 21).
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"In summary, the dominant needs in American society and for this state are
first, articulation of directions which provide goals from which our leaders
can formulate policy; second, develop mechanisms by which citizens can par-

ticipate in decisions which shape their future; and third, utilize effectively

a statewide communications network to have citizens and decision makers enter

into it dialogue over future issues and options." Washington 2000 is a bold

proposal for meeting those needs.

Seattle 2000

While the "2000 idea" has exercised imaginations mainly on the world and
state levels, its validity extends to the local community as well. That

is "the world" for most people most of the time. Any state 2000 project

failing to reach them "where they live" would fail the test of "antici-

patory democracy" set by Taffies.. It follows that state 2000s must be

disaggregated to the level of the local community, neighborhoods in the

case of urban communities. Seattle has taken a significant lead in this

direction.

A Seattle 2000 Commission has recently been created by the City

Council and the Mayor, with the mandate to draw up long-range

goals for the city to the year 2000. These goals will serve as
policy guidelines and form the bocim of a new city -wide plan to

be complete by May 1973. The guiding principle of Seattle 2000

is to have as broad a citizen involvement in the formulation of

goals as possible. In that regard the Commission has invited

over SOO citizen groups tad organizations to participate, and

stipulated that any citizen regardless of affiliation can join.

To marshal' the available resources and organize this effort,

task forces have been designated in the areas of s Land Use and

Environment, Public Facilities and Utilities, Urban Design,

Transportation, Housing, Law and Justice, Human Resources and

Services, Education, The Arts, and Recreation. These task for-

ces will propose detailed goals and objectives.

From its inception Seattle 2000 has developed in parallel with Washington

2000. Reciprocity between the two is a salutary example for other states

and their communities.

We have now reviewed the three most complete and best conceived plans for
state action in and for the future. What can we learn from them in de-

signing our own futures?

ORGANIZING THE "YEAR 2000 IDEA"

In f-rming the organizational structure to express and support the Year

2000 idea, the experience of California, Hawaii and Washington suggests

this general patterns



(1,)

1. Initiative on the part of a few individuals or groups, given
encouragement and endorsement by the state governor or repre-

V) sentatives of his office.

2. The calling of a preliminary conference to plan development
of the state 2000 idea, possibly including at this stage the
creation of a number of specialized task forces - -in education,

LIJ
environmental protection, economic development, health, pub-
lic safety and other areas of futures interest.

3. A state "Commission on the Year 2000" formed by executive or-
der and funded by legislative action and private contribution.
The work of the Commission devolves on volunteer task forces
and also perhaps on a professional Futures Research Institute.
In the strong case of California Tomorrow, an official State
Planning Council takes the place of a Commiss ion.

4. A "Governor's Conference on the Year 2000" is convened, at
which task force reports are received and reviewed. Public
attention is focused and citizen participation is encouraged.

5. Flowing from the Conference is a set of recommendations for
legislative action on futures-related po:.cies. Concurrently
a system of citizen feedback is instituted to arouse and in-
form public opinion.

6. The legislature acts in accord with Conference recommendations
as modified by public reaction.

The process can be carried a step farther, to assessing by means of a state
indicators system the impacts of policy implementation as measured against
goal formulations and determining the adjustments necessary for their pro-

per alignment. This scenario touches on most of the salient points proposed.

Conceptual organization of state 2000s appears less well developed. Generally
the strategy is one of estimating the present situation and extrapolating it
to the Year 2000, Comparison is then made between that unpalatable future
prospect and the desirable future, and policies are offered for changing one
trajectory to the other. Although situations and futures tend to be under-
analyzed, with verbal gestures towards "systems analysis," "socio-economic
indicators" and whatnot, the organizational problems are themselves imposing

enough. How to care for the future remains a matter not only of commanding
social intelligence but also of securing popular allegiance. The response to
MASSACHUSETTS TOMORROW illustrates this Difficulty.

Almost as interesting as the plan itself was one reaction to the Boston
"launch meeting" in December. The Boston Phoenix reporter, Jerry Rosen-
waike (1972), attacked the plan as reformist, where revolution was needed,
as elitist and not participatory, and as dwelling on the indefinite future
in malign neglect of clear and present needs. In fact, MASSACHUSETTS TO-
MORROW'S proposal is a decided improvement over California with regard to
community involvement; it is emphatic in demanding social justice for the
disadvantaged. This kind of skepticism, or cynicism, is fully 'expectable.
Nothing better illustrates the problem, not just of anticipatory democracy
for the future but of participatory democracy in the present. For many,

the future is preempted and its possibilities foreclosed. Solving that is

the problem of a democratic society, present and future.
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The Rhode Island 2000 project

The originating idea for a Rhode Island 2000 Project came from our contact T.
with the ideas and integrities of R. Buckminster Fuller. Earthrise as an
organization takes its departure and direction from his inspiration and ex-
ample. Our overriding goal has been to expand and apply his World Game

(CID)philosophy as a method for inventing the future. At the same time, we felt
the futures interest needed grounding in direct action closer to home. We
felt the need for local contact and local support. Where better to begin
our journey towards the Year 2000 than in our own State of Rhode Island?

(7- -,
How shall we proceed? One way of getting into the future is simply by do-
ing nothing; the future will take care of itself. But ws wonder --how will
Rhode Island look in the Year 2000 if it continues on its present course?
Will it be the "Rhode Island 2000" we want far ourselves and our children? (D__
If not, what must be done to alter that future state of affairs, and how CD
can we begin to act in the present? We are seeking answers to these vital
questions. Cf)

()
Acting in and for the future depends on having a plan of action. That plan, =
in turn, depends on having an idea where we're heading, how to set there, 0and what our progress is along the way. The Rhode Island 2000 Project is
conceived as one suggestion to guide our path towards the future. As we 1\)
envision it, "Rhode Island 2000" will have five main features;

(2)
1. The Rhode Island Model will tell us "how the world works" on

the state level, and what the preferred future states of the (2)
state are and what the alternative means for achieving them.

2. The Rhode Island Game will be a "delivery system" for the
Model, providing access to its workings through citizen par-
ticipation in playing the game, and also generating informa-
tion based on player choices that will make the Model oper-
ate and cause it to change.

3. The Rhode Island Poll will resemble the kind of public opin-
ion poll ng now conducted before state and national elections,
but with emphasis on continuously sampling a wider range of
issues and options (pinpointed in the Model) and thus furnish
a broader base of public interest and information.

4. The Rhode Island State Indicators System will gather and col-
late information from game play and opinion polling, as well
as official statistics bearing on the quality of life in the
state, as gauges of progress towards achieving Model goals.

5. Rhode Island Design Systems, will package and present the pre-
each:A features through the design of educational materials
for all age groups, portable exhibits for display around the
stereo and content for dissemination through mass media chan-
nels; the emphasis here will be on communicating the purpose
and progress of the entire Rhode Island 2000 Project.

Briefly then, the Model will describe the current "state of the state" and

predict its future along alternate routes. The Game will provide citizen

access to the Model's workings, and also checks on its accueracy and corr.

rections to its assumptions. The Poll will expose wider audiences to the
issues and options available now and in the future, and will relay back to

the Model their wishes and choices. The Indicators will tell us how well
we gre progressing towards the attainment of future goals, and where we
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are falling short. Finally, the Design will interpret and exhibit these
features to the public and facilitate their involvement and participation
based on such awareness.

These five activities are mutually supporting. Together they form a whole,
the proper operation of any part of which depends on the rest (Fig.10).
These features and their interconnections will be described each in turn.

RHODE ISLAND 2000 PROJECT
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1. THE RHODE ISLAND MODEL

A model is an abstraction from the real world; a road map is a model in
this sense. But a road map does not tell you where you want to go, only
how to get there once the destination is fixed. A model is also a simp-
lification; a map with a scale of 1111 would be useless, as would be one
that omits too much detail. The trick is being "just complicated enough."
In general, then, the purpose of models is to show, concisely and simply,
the way things are and the way they work.

One type of model shows things as they are, another how they must be al-
tered to become what we want them to be. Both these types, the "descrip-
tive" and "normative," enter into building the Rhode Island Model. We want
to know how the state works, and how it must change (or be changed) in or-
der for it to work better in the future. In different terms, it must in-
clude a "system model" of what is, a "goal model" of what ought to be, and
a "change model" for transforming the one into the other.

Our future in Rhode Island will in large part be a world future. Learning
how the state works depends as well on learning how the world works; mak-
ing the state's future work better depends on making the world work bet-
ter. For this reason Earthrise is also engaged in intensive research on
world modeling. We are constructing an Earthrise World Model using tech-
niques of systems analysis, matrix analysis, scenario building and resouree
inventory. W. have identified thirteen functional areas of the world sys-
tem, called "scenarios." Together they sketch out a picture of the world
in its essential features. Filling in the necessary detail requires mea-
suring the present amounts of each--world health and world housing, for
two--and projecting them into the future. These present distributions
and future trends in turn must be measured against the desirable world
future we conceive--the "preferred state." Balancing available means
against desired ends then becomes the object of world modeling. The way
we go about the business of world modeling thus follows along three main
lines:

1. Preferred state: defining the desired goal answers the cri-
terion problem of what constitutes "success" in each scenario.

2. Resource inventory: an enumeration of what "counts" as means
to the attainment of the stated goal and what the availability
of such means is in the world present and may be in the world
future.

3. Strategy, weighing the alternatives by which resources can be
combined to achieve the preferred state.

Since it is a system model, we also need to know the interactions or "cross-
impacts" among all the scenarios. Because of the complexity of keeping ac-
count of all the information and interactions, the World Model we are con-
structing must be a computer model. Given this model and our knowledge of
its inner workings, we are in a position to make some "right" simplifica-
tions in format (a playable board game such as the "World Game Game" for
instance) and in content (such as scaling down the model to the dimensions
of Rhode Island) without losing the context of the whole.

Since the world system is composed of many levels, we intend to "build
down" from the World Model to the Rhode Island Model at the same time
we are building up from the state level by similar methods. Discover-
ing the world future and inventing a better one parallels our effort in
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IMthe s -e. Although system levels are linked together all the way fromi
(1.)

the w.cld community to the local community, and experience gained on one
is transferable to another, the world_works differently on different lev-
els as well (which is why we recognize them as different in the first
place). Hence although our thirteen scenarios may adequately describe
both the state and the world, we can expect them to show differences in

6
contents and amounts of each.

LI_J What the Earthrise World Model or the Rhode Island Model will look like
when complete cannot be accurately foretold. As always, model building
will be a process of trial and error. A first approximation to world .

modeling is the much-discussed "World 2" model in Jay Forrester's World:.
Dynamics (1971) (Fig.11 ). Complex as it appears, one major criticism
leveled at his construction is that it is not complicated enough. For
example, Thomas Naylor (1972, :1.5) charges him with neglect of social,
political and educational factors and effects.* Naylor's basic concep-
tualization of the world system forms this outline (Fig.12 )8

Fig. 1:21 A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR A MODEL OF THE WORLD

Taking Naylor's revision for purposes of illustration, we can specify
his major categories for the state level as follows (Fig.13 )t
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[jig. -1T Specification of Naylor's Conceptual Framework
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This will do well enough to suggest the main outlines of system models
on both world and state levels; filling in the necessary detail is a

matter for further development in conceptual framework, estimation of

parameters, data collection and analysis, and model validation. These

subordinate tasks enter at many points in the Project:

Once we have a working model, one that informs us how the world works on
the Rhode Island level and will work in the future if present trends con-

tinue, we want something betters ways of making that world work better.
To be useful our Model must be a change model, showing the consequences
of taking one course of action as against another. Simulation models such

as Forrester's "World 2" permit us to test policy alternatives and assess

their likely consequences. Within and without such models are hidden as-

sumptions as to what is desirable change. Modeling brings out goals we

already hold but leave unstated. Also it prompts us to change our goals

as we examine how they work or fail to work in actual practice. Conver-

sely, modeling can direct us to changes that will bring the future into
conformity with our goals. It allowefor -indeed, enforces - -this kind of

interaction.

If not already evident, it should be clearly stated that modeling on the

state level is thus far exceedingly primitive. The California Two pro-

jection is mostly a word picture--a "verbal model." While a great deal

is known in details about California today, nowhere has it been pulled

together in a unified and coherent body. The California State Plan would

in time come to constitute such a model; presently it is a convenient fic-

tion. Work of the World Simulation Organization in constructing a CAL 1

Model has scarcely begun. Nur is the picture brighter elsewhere; all the

plans reviewed fail in close analysis.

Rhode Island is more fortunate; the Providence SMSA (Standard Metropoli-

tan Statistical Area) is a fair approximation of the whole state, exclu-

sive of Newport and Westerly. A highly sophisticated Forrester-type model
for Providence has for some time been undergoing development in Brown Uni-

versity's Urban Analysis Group. By extension, it can easily comprehend the

surrounding countryside and suburbs, and further by aggregation the entire

Unite' States "as a group of metropolitan areas" (see Kadanoff, n.d.; Chin-

itz and others, n.d.; Kadanoff 1972). This important development locally

might well serve as a strategic point of departure for building and refin-

ing a working Rhode Island Model.

*Earthrise has underway a detailed examination and critique of this at-

tempt at world modeling, The Limits to Growth Debate.
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2. THE RHODE ISLAND GAME

Throughout this report a great deal of stress has fallen on "participation"
as a condition of and for anticipatory'democracy. What is not so apparent

is how such participation can be enlisted or effectively utilized in invent-
ing and deciding alternative futures. A primary mode of citizen participa-
tion is here conceived to be that of simulation gaming. It provides an in-
centive for participation and a structure within which participation becomes
meaningful. At the same time, the interactive nature of simulation gaming
prevents this structure from becoming rigid; the outcomes of participation
in this mode can be consequential for planning and promoting change.

The idea of a "Rhode Island Game" was evolved in the winter of 1971-72. In

a memorandum to the Urban Observatory of Rhode Island, C. P. Wolf (1971) rhe-
torically asked, "What is 'the game'?" In answer,

"The Rhode Island Game" is conceived to be a family of simulation
games and computer simulations for modeling the present "state of
the state" and projecting its future. There are two different
levels of activity, "games" such as might be packaged and played
like "Monopoly," and "gaming," the abstract and quantitative rep-
resentation of game players' options and decisions.

"Family unity" between these levels is a two -way process. On one
side, game design might be worked out as a simplication of compu-
ter models. For example, a block diagram of computer logic might
be converted into a board design through which players' "moves"
are programmed. On the other side, actual game play affords the
opportunity for validating assumptions made in the computer model
as to players' behavior.

The highest level of interaction possible would be a "real time,
on line" operation taking computer input and giving output from
and to actual player groups in continuous session. In working

toward this objective we will need to develop a social reporting
system for compiling and updating state indicators, such as the
one proposed for the State of Michigan. The key indicators will

folnintegral parts of the abstract model.

The indispensability of an indicators system was further argued by Delany
(1972); we will return to it in a later section. Meanwhile, a second ques-

tion was posed as to the object of the game. Two replies were offereds

Public information. Simulation gaming is an effective "delivery
system' for the dissemination of public information. Its effec-

tiveness derives partly from the involvement of audiences in the
process of receiving informat ion.

Citizen participation. Activating citizens to take a participant

role in understanding their present conditions of life and in shap-

ing their future towards desired goals is a dual purpose. Future-

orientation implies a mechanism for gaining broad consensus on

values and means for achieving them. Since guiding progress towards
future goal attainment must proceed from present-day conditions, an

initial problem is determining what is the "state of the state" and

what is the system on whose performance such future direction will
depend.
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Ie,,\ The Urban Observatory's proposal for "The Rhode Island Community Informa-
tion System" (1972) included many of these ideas

.tr)
The RHODE ISLAND COMMUNITY INFORMATION :YSTEM is a unique and orig-
inal experiment in societal information gathering, social systems
mapping, community involvement in public policy making and long -
range planning.

LLJ The project is based on a new research and teaching technique--
simulation gaming. The popularity of simulation games within the
business and education fields has grown widely during the past
several years and numerous efforts are now underway to employ
straight computer simulation in urban systems research. How-
ever, the COMMUNITY INFORMATION SYSTEM is the first program to
introduce simulation games into a community on a long-run basis
for the expressed purposes of increasing the role of the indi-
vidual in his understanding of community problems.

The COMMUNITY INFORMATION SYSTEM is also the first application
of simulation games as a mechanism for making up-to-date socie-
tal information available to both community planners and the
general citizenry in a format that communicates facts and ideas
in an understandable and dynamic manner. Through gaming the ac-
tive participation of the local population will be elicited with
the expressed purpose of establishing new channels of communica-
tion between the planners and the public. These communication
ties will be used to explore public policy questions for second-
and third-order consequences that may have been overlooked dur-
ing the pre-implementation phases of program development. New
constituencies outside of the traditionally formal and informal
power structures may emerge and will be given a voice in the
affairs of their community via the gaming process. An "ecol-
ogy of games" will be developed as the system grows in breadth
and complexity. Once an informational base has been established
and the citizens become aware of the complexities involved in
future planning, the gaming process will become a vehicle to ed-
ucate the population on various policy alternatives and to com-
municate to the professional planners the feelings and attitudes
of the citizenry. (pp. 1-2)

These ideas are as yet unapplied. The overall conception retains its va-
lidity, howevers

The game system explains and makes operational ideas about plan-
ning, and then disseminates alternative positions by interactive
feedback. Moreover, the various options are presented in a value
context that extends beyond simple cost-benefit analysis. Indi-
vidual and group objectives are made explicit in alternative
strategies during game runs. All players have an opportunity to
express their desires and concerns about their community. (p. 5)

Who are the players? In broad intent, they embrace the citizenry at large.
Specialized audiences can further be targeted not only. for ease of accessi-
bility (as in the case of school children) or strategic position (as in the
case of state legislators) but also for specialized interests, such as hous-
ing, iedical services, transportation, economic development, conservation
and recreation (Wolf 1971s 2).

A few examples will make these points clearer. While the Rhode Island Game
we are designing is state -wide in scope, one specialized treatment of it



might deal with state policies, as does the STAPOL game the Institute for
the Future invented for the State of Connecticut. Objects of the game wares

To identify possible futures for the State of Connecticut in the
light of external (world and national) societal and technological
developments;

To test the sensitivity of these futures to changes in the state
policy reflected in alternative action programs;

To identify the behavior patterns of involved groups in assessing
and reaction to societal conditions;

To develop an educational tool that can be of value in promoting
a better understanding of social problems and their relation to
vested interests and external influences; and

To determine the kind of information that is most uteful to plan-
ners. (Ezner and others 19691 5)

Despite the complexity of the Connecticut game (Fig.14 ), and its reported
failure to provide a significant forecast of the future conditions of the
state or detailed insights into the effects of alternative policies (p. 4),

STAPOL Flow Chart

The STAPOL flow chart from the Institute for the Future,
Menlo Park, California, removed to conform with copyright law.

**Unneca sary In Round I
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there is no doubting its heuristic value or future potential. The design-

(L) ere use of Delphi techniques and social indicators is particularly sugges-
t/) tive. The STAPOL design is soundly conceived, carefully developed and
ammo

broadly applicable.

Other games, such as the computer-assisted APEX (Air Pollution Exercise),
are likewise adaptable to local areas, issues and audiences. APEX was based

LLJ on Lansing, Michigan for the decade 1950-59; we can convert it to Providence
1960-69 and project it ahead to the Year 2000. Similarly, commercially avail-
able games such as CLUG (Community Land Use Game), patterned on an idealized
model of community development, can be adapted to such public issues in the
life of our state as coastal resourceddevelopment and 1-84. In any case our
treatment must refer back to the basic Model and reinforce it through the
actual experience of game play, whether board or computer.

Simulation gaming is thus a method not only of explaining the Model; IA: is

also useful in furnishing information--"inputs"--into the Model which af-
fect its structure and operation. The Rhode Island Game is a kind of "de-
livery system" for the Rhode Island Model, intended both to make the Model
accessible to all people in our state and to gain their active participa-
tion in shaping a desirable future.

As stated above, we contemplate two levels of gaming, a computer game and a
board game. On the computer level "players" interact with the computer pro-
gram by making choices based on computer-generated information, and through
their choices determine the further course of the game. Players may inter-
act singly, as individuals, or they may form teams and discuss and decide
options in a time-sharing configuration. The results of computer game play
can then be analyzed and compared against Model predictions, and the Model
altered to reflect their choices. In this way the computer becomes a work-
ing partner in selecting alternative futures. The PLATO system (Umpleby and
Briggs 1970; Umpleby 1970; Umpleby 1971) illustrates such a computer appli-
cition; its use in creating "electronic town meetings" preserves traditional
values by means of advanced technology.

PLATO is an acronym for "Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations."
It is described as "a computer-based exploration of alternative futures" and
in fact is a computerized version of the FUTURE game devised by Olaf Helmer
and Theodore Gordon for Kaiser Aluminum. The players of PLATO are "explor-
ers" who plumb the future by a "Delphi exploration." Players are presented
with computer-generated visual displays containing information about present
trends, future possibilities and cross-impacts. After making decisions they
are given immediate feedback of the consequences of their choices (Fig. 15 ).
Through this device Umpleby (19701 361) believes that the opportunity and im-
portance of citizen (not just expert) participati,n in forecasting,and policy
decisions based on such forecasts, can be enhanceds

The growth of the planning function of government raises the ques-
tion of how planning can be accomplished by demovtic means. A
new technological device--the teaching computer--srems to be ideally
suited for discussions between "experts" and the public on issues
of medium and long-range planning. The teaching computer can be
thought of as a mass communications system with feedback.
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The PLATO displays from the World Future Society,
published in The Futurist, have been removed to conform to
copyright law.

Pig. 154 Sample PLATO Displays

Although computer facilities can be greatly expanded through the use of re-

mote terminals, similar benefits accrue by use of non-computer treatments of

the Rhode Island Model. In particular, the computer model can be reduced to

a set of rules to guide a series of "moves" in board game play. Computer data

and computations can be simplified by the design of appropriate playing aids.

A good example of the relationship between computer and board models is that

between APEX and SMOG, the former a highly sophisticated, computer-assisted

game, the latter an easily understandable and readily playable board game.

Our intention is to deploy the Rhode Island Model as both a computer-inter-

action and a beard game, thereby enlarging its potential audience. Trans-

lating between the two levels will be an ongoing concern and an opportunity

for establishing contact between players and planners.
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3. THE RHODE ISLAND POLL

One difficulty with gaming, the limitation on numbers of people involved,
can be overcome through the use of public opinion polls. Like the pres-

ent Rhode Island Poll, opinion polling normally solicits voter preferences

on political candidates and issues around election time. The kind of poll-
ing actually needed is continuous and offers choices on a wide range of
public issues affecting the future of our state. A sample ballot of such

future issues and options is found in Fig. 16 Like "moves" in game play,
citizen opinions should add information to the basic Model. What the right
questions to ask are will be a product of the Model. The interplay of is-

sues and responses gauges the public acceptability of policy alternatives
in a way scarcely touched by current opinion polling techniques.

A type of opinion polling specifically addressed to future issues and op-
tions is the "Delphi technique." In classical antiquity, the Oracle of
Delphi was renowned for its paradoxical prophesies and equivocal advice.
These led to the downfall of many a hero and king, as recounted in myth
and legend, and the Oracle itself now stands in ruin. This is a forcible

reminder that like its namesake the Delphi technique is not infallible or

invincible. It is a useful and much-used tool for forecasting, however,
and worth our understanding of its virtues as well as its vices.

The Delphi technique is a mail questionnaire for soliciting expert opin-
ion on the probability and/or desirability of future events occurring.
Usually it is repeated in successive rounds to clarify questions, sharpen
issues and achieve expert consensus. Respondents are anonymous and their
judgments independent, but they are given "feedback" on how the weight of
expert opinion distributes and asked for reasons in support of estimates

that fall outside the normal reange.

A typical questionnaire asks respondents to rate the probability of an
event--a technological innovation, say--occurrinc by a certain date. Fur-

ther refinements are to request 10%, 50% and 90% probability estimates of

occurrence. A "polygon" is then drawn to summarize graphically the dis-

tribution of responses. The importance to society of the event's occur-
ring may also be requested, or the consequences of occurrence for estab-
lished institutions and values (e.g. the effect of extraterrestrial intel-

ligence being discovered on religious belief). In addition, the "cross-
impacts" on related events may be judged and possible consequences on
their probabilities of occurring in the future estimated. The sample may
be broadened to include nonexperts, and their responses compared to those

of experts. This extension is clearly implied in the concept of "antici

patory democracy."

The Delphi technique has been employed by the Institute for the Future to

assess issues and opportunities in the State of Connecticut for the years
1970-2000 (Helmer and others 1969; Enzer and de Brigard 1970). In the

first round of the Connecticut Delphi Study experts in the state were given

basic statistics on world, national and state trends and asked to agree on

forecasts of major issues and opportunities for Connecticut. In the second
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Sample Ballot of Future

Issues and Options

' Probable

2 Desirable

Probable

Desirable

5 Probable

6 Desirable

7 Probable

8 Desirable

9 Probable

1° Desirable

" Probable

12 Desirable

'3 Probable

14 Desirable

a
a
a
a

a
a
a

a
a
a

TRENDS 11111
.

Little, Dennis L. and Gordon, Theodore.

"Some Trends Likely to Affect American

Society in the Next Several Decades,"

Institute for the Future, Middletown,

Comecticut, April 1971.

1. Education will start earlier and

continue longer than at present,
with less sharply defined natural

terminal points.

2. Techniques will be developed which
permit useful exploitation of the

ocean through agricultural farming.

3. Regional high-speed transportation
systems will be widely used.

4. Simple, cheap, and long-lasting
birth control techniques will be

available.

5. Nuclear fusion becomes a reality,
producing an unlimited supply of
low cost energy.

6. The high cost of housing will result
in greater use of mobile homes as
permanent residences.

7. Guaranteed income plans will cover
a large share of the population
not in the work force.

[Fig. 16. I
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they were given results from the previous round and asked to agree on issues
of importance, the likelihood of their occurring by the year 2000 and possi-
bly desirable actions for meeting them. In the final round agreement was
sought on the desirability of actions proposed and respondents were asked to
identify the difficulties associated with implementin,,; highly desirable but
improbable actions (Enzer and de Brigard 1970s 60). In this manner possible
futures for Connecticut in the Year 2000 were treated for the areas of urban-
ization, family structure, economy, education, health, food and population,
international relations, law and order, leisure, government and political
structure, divisions in s,viety, values and mores, and science and technology.
The results of the Connecticut Delphi Study were then employed as the content
for STAPLL.

We recently tried out this technique in highly abbreviated format in a Fu-
tures Education Workshop conducted by Earthrise for the Rhode Island State
Depariment of Education. On that occasion we asked leading educators and
laymen in the state a series of questions about probable and desirable fu-
tures for the state, nation and world. Most agreed that "free higher edu-
cation made available to all" would be highly probable and desirable by the
Year 2000, and that "large cities are abandoned as unmanageable and unliva-
ble" was highly improbable and undesirable. Less than half the respondents
thought the prospect likely that "Rhode Island becomes a city-state" but
opinion was evenly divided as to the desirability of such a future event
taking place.

The Delphi technique has been employed using mostly experts in various areas,
but the inclusion of the general public may assist in closing the gap be-
tween people and planners. Opinion polling can be useful in building con-
sensus on questions of public policy in the present and in formulating goals
for the future. Beyond that lie techniques which combine polling and gaming
in order to arrive at policy and goal consensus. A powerful method for achiev-
ing this effect is PATHWAYS, Stuart Dodd's creation, in which pairs or groups
are polled on their opinions on various issues and options and then engage in
discussion with the intent to agree on the position representing their best
consensus. The PATHWAYS game has been used with many groups for many issues,
with consistently successful results.

These are only a few suggestions on how opinion polling can be enlisted in
the service of informing the state and guiding its progress into the future.
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4. THE RHODE ISLAND STATE INDICATORS SYSTEM

In addition to game play and opinion polling as means for gaining acquaint-

ance with the Model and enriching its content, the most obvious source fot

building a sound data base is official statistics. A profusion of data is

routinely gathered and reported by public agencies, but most of it fails to

Muminate our mental pictures of the state, nation and world. The figures

simply don't "add up" in any sensible and intelligible fashion. We are now

looking for ways to compose them in numerical profiles or statistical por-
traits that show in high relief the principal features of interest.

What are the basic "facts of life"--the vital statistics--in our state, at
present and in future? How can the "state of the state" best be described

in quantitative terms? How do worldwide and national trends impact on our
lives and how are they reflected in conditions in our state? Does Rhode

Island participate in these same trends and to the same extent? Above all,

how can we tell if we are making progress towards attaining the goals we set

for ourselves now and in the future?

A movement is afoot called the "social indicators movement" which attempts

to provide answers to these central questions. It arises in response to

the manifest need for

. . . some system of regular public reports that would provide a
well-detailed but comprehensible overview of what is happening

in our society. Such overviews would be addressed to a wide va-

riety of people and could perform several critical functions.

They would provide reliable information on both the structure
and performance of American society, an indication of emerging

problems and an assessment of what more and better information

is required. This would allow for the overall evaluation of
the successes and failures of public action, help define and

clarify new problems and perhaps provide some guidance to pri-

vate and public data gathering and social research efforts.

This quotation is taken from the monograph, Social Reporting in Michiaans

Problems and Issues, 1970 (Center for Urban Studies) and constitutes the

only source known to us advocating a state-level social indicators system.

Only now is a conference being organized to inquire into establisning a

"global indicators (information) system." What movement we have seen in

the "social indicators movement" has proceeded mainly on the national level.

What, in quantitative terms, is the "state of the union"? We propose to amp-

lify this question by indexing the "state of the state" on the same, factual

terms. In short, we propose the creation of a Rhode Island State Indicators

System.

Fragments of such a system abound--for example, in the "urban observatory"

idea. ParOal answers to the question of trend-sharing are given in such

studies as as Crampton, Reilly and Schwartz, "Some Comparisons of the Prov-

idence Area with the Nation--1960" (n.d.) with respect to industrial clas-

sification, social stratification and unemployment. The national standard

of comparison is commonly found in U.S. Bureau of the Census reports, but

future trend data are conspicuously absent, population projections excep-

ted. Especially is this true of disaggregate (state-level) data. Studies

such as Rescher's (1969) and compendia of forecasts such as Little and Cor-

don's (1971) only partly fill this need.
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The structure for such a State Indicators System is already implied in the
Rhode Island Model. What is required now is that we assemble and assimi-
late the quantities of official statistics into the Model, as estimates of
Lhe Model parameters and values for the Model variables. The Model tells
us what facts are relevant; the statistics disclose what the relevant facts
are. Certainly the Model requires these data for its own validation- -to
persuade us of its making effective contact with the "real world." But
there is another and larger purpose in recommending development of a Rhode
Island State Indicators System.

The primary reason for wanting this System is to inventory the state's re-
sources for meeting the future needs of its citizens, as well as for mea-
suring the actual extent that present-day needs are being met. But again,
what "counts" as a resource must be relative to what is stated as a goal.
The ultimate aim and value of a State Indicators System is to gauge pro-
gress towards achieving the goals we have set for ourselves, now and in
the future. Progress reports must then be issued at regular periods, as
a matter of public record and public information. Judgments must be ren-
dered, fairly and freely, as to present and future states of the state.
Techniques of social reporting, such as "information mapping," must pre-
sent results and evaluations in credible and legible form.
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5. RHODE ISLAND DESIGN SYSTEMS

The Rhode Island Design Systems is concerned with the application of artis-
tic expression and the creative process to social and environmental problems.
This feature of the Project is not concerned with Art or Design but the "de-
sign arts."

To design is "to plan artistically or skillfully, to conceive of form in the

mind, to pattern." The Rhode Island 2000 Project calls for a rational de-
sign approach--a systems approach. A system is "an assemblage or combina-
tion of things or parts forming a unitary whole." Rhode Island -Design Sys-
tems will present a holistic view of Rhode Island society in the context of
our global community, to communicate new visions of our small state.

Alvin Toffler, author of The Culture Consumers, has stated that "the arts
play an important role in integrating individuals into subcultures within
the larger society; they act on value systems that accelerate or retard
change; and they educate individuals to new role possibilitie, and styles
of life."

The Design Systems will communicate and implement the first four features
of the Rhode Island 2000 Project (the Model, Game, Poll and Indicators) to

the general public. It is the intent of the Design Systems to make it as
easy as possible for the average citizen to understand the goals and oper-

ations of the Project. Its purpose is to demystify and simplify the tech-

nical aspects of futures studies, such as "systems analysis" or "computer

modelling." A picture is worth a thousand words, and an experience is
worth ten thousand pictures. The Design Systems will provide the exper-
ience of participating in and creating the future of our state.

This participation can be accomplished in a variety of ways, such as port-
able exhibits, posters and pamphlets, board games, photo commentaries, cur-

riculum materials, slide shows and workshops, radio, television and film

documentaries. The Design Systems will also gather information and poll

opinions from citizens. For example, a traveling exhibit center can also

serve as a polling and gaming center, "getting Rhode Islanders into the

future." (See Figs. 17-18.)

A portable and inflatable exhibit center will be the focal attraction of

the Rhode Island 2000 Project. It will be designed and built to travel
throughout the state to shopping malls, flea markets, factories, schools,

libraries, and other public locations. An exhibit center could include a
variety of exhibits and demonstrations to show the interrelationships be-

tween thirteen societal descriptors (education, environment, technology,

resources, population, communication, transportation, health, re-creation,

economics, politics, and values) *

* "Rhode in the World," an exhibit illustrating with satel-
lite photographs and films, world maps and diagrams, how Rhode
Island looks in relation to the planet Earth. It will describe

how the world affects Rhode Island and how Rhode Island contrib-

utes to the world.

* "Rhode Island in the Nation," an exhibit pictorally showing Rhode

Island's position in relation to other states geographically, geo-
logicall:-, and historically. The unique ecosystem of Narragansett

Bay will be emphasized.

* "Rhode Island in the Region," an exhibit illustrating the similar-
ities and differences between Rhode Island and other New England
states historically, commercially, and governmentally.
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///'---* "How Rhode Island Works," in the form of a computer game, will be
used as an educational tool at the high school and college levels
(using the computer facilities across the state). The "players"

will come to understand how the state works by manipulating the
13 societal descriptors in "decision rounds" displayed graphically
on a TV screen.

* "How Rhode Island Works" in the form of a board game will simplify
the computer game so that the average family can "play out" local
issues and options.

* "Citizen Poll," a booth in which citizens are asked to identify
problems and possible solutions which affect their daily lives,
such as "Save the Bay" or "Stop 1-84."

The exhibit system itself would be: modular, light weight, flexible, capable
of interchanging display contents, easy to assemble without special tools or
skills, and transportable in a trailer or station wagon.

To house the exhibits in a protective and identifiable enclosure, an air
structure is proposed for reasons of economy, durability, and ease of as-
sembly. An inflatable structure can be assembled without special tools or
skills; it will be construct.ed of durable 12 mill vinyl; it will not be more
than 50 ft. in diameter as a hemisphere; and it will be capable of being
cooled or heated when used outdoors.

The specifications for the exhibit system and the air structure will be
determined by the students and professionals who will design and build them;
it could be maintained by the Boy Scounts or another civic group.

To mobilize the resources of students and civic organizations, lectures, work-
shops, seminars, and conferences will be designed to include multi-media pres-
entations, consensus games, and polling techniques for social clubs, unions,
fraternities, religious groups, neighborhood councils, schools, etc.

Future studies will be introduced and integrated into present curricula at
all age levels on a state-wide basis. Exercises in futures education will

be designed and tested to emphasize problem-solving and decision-making
techniques. The emphasis will be placed on how to think rather than what

to think.

Local periodicals and newspapers will be especially effective in educating
the vast majority of Rhode Islanders about alternative future:. The family

board game could easily be distributed as a Sunday supplement or insert in
the local newspaper, allowing residents to participate in the future for 50c.

Opinion questionnaires, columns, and feature articles can also be dissemi-
nated in this manner.

Photographic documentaries can effectively show the "quality of life" (in
both its positive and negative aspects) to illustrate themes such as "where

we are now" and "where we are going." These could be distributed in pamph-

lets, periodicals, and/or the newspapers.

Television programming can be very useful in communicating and continually
reinforcing the Project. Community issues and options can be discussed on
talk-back shows, TV specials and documentaries, and as public service spots.

The majority of the design work should be done by high school and college
students, under the direction of professionals, as a regular part of their

curriculum. It is also recommended that any professional design work be
done by local firms, preferably as a public service.
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Appendix 1

THE BICENTENNIAL OCCASION

Our nation was conceived in a revolutionary idea--the vision of a brighter
future for our own people and all humanity. Our nation was forged in rev-
olutionary action to achieve that ideal. Our heritage is the future. We
are urging that our revolutionary tradition be honored and continued in
1976 as it was in 1776. The revolutionary action we propose is one fur-
thering that revolutionary ideal towards its eventual fulfillment. It is
one, as Alvin Toffler has described its of not only participatory democ-
racy but also anticipatory democracy. "To master change, we shall 4.

need both a clarification of important long-range social goals and a de-
mocratization of the way in which we arrive at them. And this means noth-
ing less than the next political revolution in the techno-societies--a
breath-taking affirmation of popular democracy" (19721 122).

Futurist Robert Theobald has said the Bicentennial celebration presents
"the only currently visible way to demonstrate the problems and possi-
bilities which lie before the American people, and by extension, the
people of the world." Like Theobald, we in Earthrise believe that 1976
is the strategic moment for decisively opening the way to the future,
even beyond the close of the Bicentennial Era in 1990. Our horizons ex-
tend towards the Year 2000.

The Year 2000; nothing we know so well symbolizes the future for millions
across the country and around the world. It is a symbol to attract a
younger generation which sometimes repudiates our past even while often
acting in its best traditions. Nothing we know can focalize and drama-
tize so well our dedication to their and our futures. Other states- -

Hawaii and Washington for two--have provisioned their futures in this
same time frame. We propose that Rhode Island join with them in the
forward march towards the Year 2000 and that we encourage others to join
with us.

The Year 2000 is not only a symbol; it is an ever-nearing reality. The
symbol can be given meaningful substance by concrete actions taken now.
The Rhode Island Bicentennial Commission is on record as holding, "A
nation without goals has no future, and we intend Horizons '76 to be the
goal setting part of the Bicentennial Era." Earthrise's concern is with
developing means for goal formation, consensus and attainment in our state,
nation and world. To achieve that end calls for full citizen participa-
tion and community involvement. Making the future visible and accessible
is our major aim.

Although the Rhode Island 2000 Project is forward-looking, it is an idea
whose time is now. It cannot be accomplished all at once, nor should it
be. The future we envision is an open one; choosing alternative futures
must remain an open choice. Our propval is designed not only to impress
on ourselves the necessity of choice but also to increase the capacity
for choice. At the same time, what choices remain open depends on our
acting now to insure freedom of choice in the future. As John McHale
observes, "The future of the future is the present."



Appendix 2,

Management Plan

The Rhode Island 2000 Project is not a "blueprint" for the future of our

state. We see it rather as facilitating the creation of an infrastruc-
ammo

tune to support and sustain broad concern for and commitment to the fu-

ture. As such its primary task should be the collecting and coordinating CD
of interests and initiatives from a wide variety of sources within and

without the state. At the same time, techniques of futuristics such as
technological forecasting require some considerable professional expertise.

But part of that expertise--a large part in our estimation--must go into

making these techniques available to all of the people. =
Since it is an open future we envision, and not a blueprint, the exact

means for implementing and managing the Project cannot be predetermined.

They must remain open to future decision. horeover, if we are success-

ful in gaining widespread participation in the Project, that decision CD

will not be ours alone. Using the technique of scenario-building, how-

ever, we can project one possible future for Rhode Island 2000.

Scenario One C)-
Scenario One follows closely the precedents of previous efforts on the

state level--those of Hawaii and Washington in particular (see Earthrise r\)

Document EH-3, "Rhode Island 2000," p. 24; all pages cited below refer to
(2)

this Document).

1. Initiative on t!' .t of a few individuals or groups, given (2)

encouragement an. ndorsement by tie state governor or repre-

sentatives of Jice.

Th.: first initiative for the Rhode Island 2000 Project came from Earthrise,

at a public presentation before the Rhode Island Bicentennial Commission on

20 February 1973. This presentation supported our proposal of 31 January
(1)

1973 under their "Horizons" program, hence the three-year projection for

Project development used through this Plan. At that meeting we asked that

the Bicentennial occasion be used as a focal point for the state's making
//

a commitment to.its future. We stressed that unless and until such a com-

mitment was undertaken, the Project would have little relevance or signif-

icance, thus failing in its purpose. Although the Rhode Island future must

be viewed in larger context--that of the world future--for the people of

the state and any constructive measures they might take on their own be-

half, the future begins at home.

Nevertheless, we perceived too an interest in the Rhode Island future on

the part of regional and national organizations, public agencies and pri-

vate foundations. We have taken steps to acquaint them with our purpose

and to gain their support. We believe that a substantial "demonostration

effect" can be achieved even on the modest proportions of Rhode Island.

Likewise we are seeking further contacts within the state--again both pub-

lic and private--from the State Department of Community Affairs to Project

Rhode Island. We have received an informal expression of interest from the

Governor's Office, and will pursue that lead.

2. The calling of a preliminary conference to plan development of the
state 2000 idea, possibly including at this stage the creation of
a number of specialized task forces--in education, environmental
protection, economic development, health, public safety and other

areas of futures interest.
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Following the script, our next step would be the appointment of an advisory
committee representative of the state to plan a preliminary "Governor's Conf-
erence.on the Year 2000," or, more emphatically, the outright establishment
of a Governor's "Commission on the Year 2000" (or "Rhode Island 2000 Commis-
sion") to carry on this planning. In the case of Rhode Island, general lack
of familiarity with the Year 2000 idea and its implications for the state ar-
gue the former course.

3. A state "Commission on the Year 2000" formed by executive order
and funded by legislative action and private contribution. The
work of the Commission devolves on volunteer task forces and al-
so perhaps on a professional Futures Research institute. In the
strong case of California Tomorrow, an official State Planning
Council takes the place of a Commission.

in the previous experience of Hawaii and Washington, progress to this point
has extended over roughly two years of planning and consultation. MASSACH-
USETTS TOMORKOW's time line somewhat accelerates the process (see Time Frame
below). The script then calls for:

4. A "Governor's Conference on the Year 2000" is convened, at which
task force reports are received and reviewed. Public attention
is focused and citizen participation is encouraged.

5. Flowing from the Conference is a set of recommendations for leg-
islative action on futures-related policies. Concurrently a sys-
tem of citizen feedback is instituted to arouse and inform public
opinion.

6. The legislature acts in accord with Conference recommendations as
modified by public reaction.

7. Assessment by means of a state indicators system of the impacts
of policy implementation as measured against goal objectives and
further recommendations for corrective action.

Schematically, the organizing effort may be seen as following, this path.

Fig. 19. Rhode Island 2000

Project Development
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Management Cycle

We recognize that the work of the first year of funding will consist largely
in finding out how to organize and manage the Rhode Island 2000 Project--in
establishing and monitoring the mechanisms by which the Project and its var-
ious parts can become operative and functional. To facilitate this process
we have devised sane planning techniques summed up in a "management cycle."
The cyclical nature of Project planning is particularly important in order
to process and incorporate suggestions for improving Project development- -
in a word, "feedback." The management cycle flows through seven interrela-
ted steps:

1. Project ImIst as stated above, there are three primary goals of
the Rhode Island 2000 Project--research, education and action.
The last of these refers presently to implementation of the Pro-
ject itself, not to implementation of Project results in terms of
public policy formation, legislative action, and the like. All
five of the main features of the Project (Model, Game, Poll, In-
dicators, Design) fall under these three headings, though perhaps
some more under one than another (e.g., the Model might be viewed
as principally a research goal).

2. Needs assessments in this category we are seeking means for goal
attainment--what "counts" as a resource for Project mobilization
to serve its aims. We have identified these resource needs in
two general areas, each of two partss (1) "who"--people and or-
ganizations, and (2) "what"--knowledge and skills.

3. Resource lventors the availability of resources as measured
against the Project's assessed needs is our concern at this stage.
elhile not limiting ourselves to resources immediately available
within the state, the underlying philosophy of the Project argues
for building up capabilities in close relation to the needs and
people served.

4. Resource creations it is expectable that certain needed resources
will not be readily available and that actions must be directed
towards their creation. Providing these capabilities and compe-
tencies for ourselves is itself a major benefit to be derived from
the Project.

5. Resource allocations matching available and created resources with
assessed needs is the management problem here.

6. Resource managements this is simply the accustomed business of
"servicing the contract"--the day-to-day operation of administer-
ing the system, balancing its progress, and adjusting its perfor-
mance to meet goal standards.

7. Evaluations while evaluation is an ongoing and continuous process
in the life of the Project, periodic checks of overall progress
towards goal attainment are desirable, both internally and ex-
ternally by consultants, review boards and the like. The find-
ings of evaluative studies may impinge on any or all of the fore-
going steps.

Task Analysis

We are currently applying this planning process to detailed analysis of tha
major subprojects. Taking the State Indicators System (S IS) by way of il-
lustration, an outline sketch of our thinking on Project development appears
in this matrix:
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(Sample) TASK ANALYSIS; STATE INDICATOR SYSTEM
;

2
g

Subproject
Goals

3

2

Needs
Assessment

a

Resource
Inventory

0

a

Resource
Allocation

0

2
a

a
Resource

Management

Evaluation

0A
a

A

Fig. 70.

Research Education Action

(Program Director) (Community Director)
.

(Design Director)

Earthrise management Public officials, educa-
cators, students

Public(?) agency

System design of SIS Inform general public on
"state of the state"

Maintain SIS on an
ongoing basis

Earthrise coordination
of agencies, consul-
tants, students, etc.

Earthrise coordination
of public agencies, com
munity groups

Assess data require-
ments; indicator se-
lection

Informational needs of
public and specified
community subgroups

Earthrise coordination
of consultants, student
research

Earthrise coordination

Inventory of available
data

Present availability to
public, community of
needed information

---
Earthrise coordination
of public agencies,
student research

Earthrise coordination
of public and private
media channels

Data gathering; index
construction

Periodic "state of the
state" report ("The
Rhode Island Report")

Earthrise allocation,
agency cooperation

Earthrise coordination
of media traffic

Task assignment, bud-
getary allocations

Dissemination of media
content; disbursement
of media budget

Earthrise coordination
of cooperating agencies
and research projects

Earthrise coordination
of media groups

Data collatibn and co-

ordination

Audience research and in-
formation quality control

Review by Earthrise and
outside consultants

Review by Earthrise and
outside consultants

Data completeness, ac-
curacy, validity

Audience response; public
understanding

I
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